Why?
By Bobbye Maggard

Why is it that…

…Your tongue always follows the dentist’s instrument around in your mouth?

…You tend to speak louder to someone whose mother tongue isn’t English?

…You use a higher voice to talk to a small dog than you do to a larger one?

…You subconsciously mimic the accent of the person with whom you’re speaking?

…Your stomach growls during a “Moment of Silence”?

…You have the strongest urge to touch your face immediately after you’ve been advised not to touch your face during flu season.

… You automatically ask, “How are you?” without waiting to hear their answer?

…You automatically answer, “fine”, when asked how you are, whether or not you are?

…You tend to speak louder than usual to a person who doesn’t see well?

…You can’t remember someone’s name when you need to, but remember it in the middle of the night and forget it again the next day?

…You can’t keep yourself from yawning when you see someone else yawn?

…You continue to bite your cheek in the same place? (It’s the same thing with you funny bone).

…You hear a bad sound your car makes until you and the mechanic try listening for it?

…Your blood pressure suddenly spikes the minute you walk into the doctor’s office?